Only install glass or screen insert but not both. Ensure insert is centered in opening.

Orient the Retainer with the words facing you and the channel in the door frame. Start the Retainer in at a 45 degree Angle. Insert Leg with writing into the channel in door frame.

Continue to push the retainer in every few inches till you get to the other end. You should hear a snap at the end.

Correctly installed retainer
If the retainer or insert is loose the retainer may not be installed correctly. Ensure the retainer leg (with the writing) is not wedged between the insert and the door frame. The Retainer and insert will eventually fall out. The leg must be inside the channel on the frame.

Example of an incorrectly installed Retainer. Leg (with writing) is wedged between insert and frame.

**Retainer Removal**

At either end of the Retainer Strip, grab the rounded end leg that sticks out from the door and pull it out. You can also use a flat tip screw driver to start it. Once the end is out, gently pull the remaining Retainer Strip out of the door by hand.